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.Ba.sketball Fever
Strikes Town
·' - - - - - - - - - - -

JCAMPUS CRIERr
-

Washington State

HElEN. OlSEN GIVEN
lEAD IN ' CAPTAIN
.~PPlEJAGK"
1

I

Road Tour Planned for - Col~

PLAYERS FOR "CAP.TAIN
APPLEJACK."

Lush, a butler --·------------·Stanley Beck
Poppy Faire _______ ___________ __ Betty Crosby
Aunt Agatha ___ __ __ __ ___________ Violet Taylor
Ambrose Applejohn------------------------------------John W. Wright
Anna Valeska ________ Helen Marie Olsen
Borolsky ___ _____________________ Louis Claypool
Mrs. Pengard ________ Josephine Hogan
Mr. Pengard ___________________ _Laurel Smith
Dennett _______________________ __ ___ Adolph Roth
Palmer, a maid ______ __ ____ Eoline Sweet
Johnny Jason ___________ .....Bill Webster

'----------~

School

'iTEX" ROBINSO
N IS
.
-

N.~MEU TO ~[GEIVE
HIGH HONO~

PEP RALLY FRIDAY

Nick Lasacco, yell king, has completed plans for a big rally to be
held Friday night, F ebruary 3. Pep
squads consispng of girls from Komola and Sue Lombard Halls will
put on stunts, a ·big band will play,
and several other novel ideas are to
be carried out.
After the rally comes the big league gam e with the Cheney Normal
quintet, an,d it is expected that everyone wip be out to yell for the
home team.

No.11

NO~M~l fIVE
OPPOSES GHENEY,
C, P~ S3

fAST

Backfield Star Designated

Week End Games Arouse

orful Play To Be Pre~

As Greatest Inspiration to

Students to High Pitch of

sented In March

Team Mates

Enthusiasm

The first play ever to be taken on the
road by a · Normal school cast will be
"Captain Applejack," which will be presented in the auditorium March 9 and
10 by the departmenp of the drama. After the initial performances here the
production will ' play both Wenatchee
and Yakima.
The cast has been tentatively selected by Mr. Wright, the director, and
rehearsals will begin next week. "Captain Applejack" has been a success
wherever shown, and it is expected to
prove the most interesting dramatic
effort of the year. It is written by Walter Hacket, and is a mystery-comedy
centered in a castle on the Cornish
coast. The castle is the home of an
English gentleman who becomes bored
with llfe, ahd one evening startles his
old aunt and youthful ward by unusual
Dick Peterson, one of the most popubehavior. Then spies, plots and counterplots enter into the story, maintaining lar of the Normal's athletes and stuinterest in a fashion that is truely su- dents.
preme. The play has been termed an
Arabian Nights' adventure, and it is undoubtedly one of the finest plays of its
type ever presented to the public.

ROTARl~.NS B~NijUET
OlSEN PlAYERS PAY
~OYAllY IN SUE
VISIT TO A~T
lOMBARD
THEATRE
Dr. Lyle Spencer Offers
Chief Address of Gala

Dramatic Club _ Entertain~

Evenipg

Wit~ Smart Tea For

Theatre.Group
Celebrities, faculty, students, mingled together in the artistic atmosphere
of the Little Art Theatre, Tuesday aft ernoon, January 24, when the members of the dramatic club entertained
at tea for the Moroni Olsen Players.
Astonishment and admiration were
clearly expressed py the players as
they gazed around wonderingly at the
room. This was particularly noticed
on the part of Mr. Olsen, who upon
entering, very dramatically hesitated
and looked bewildered for the moment
a~ though he had walked into the
wrong room.
Through snatches of conversation
the .students and faculty caught a
glimpse into the world of pretensethe stage world-and the lives of those
who live in it. How little the audience knew Tuesday night that the
players had arisen in the wee hours of
that morning and traveled all day! or
what interesting experiences Mr. Allen
has had in searching for little stage
necessities.
Guests at the tea included Mr. Moroni Olsen, Mr. Williams, Miss Leora
Thatcher, Mr. Gordon Nelson, Mr.
Harry Allen. Members of the faculty
present were President and Mrs. Black,
Dean Compton , Miss Dawn Kennedy,
Miss Ora Kennedy, Miss Juanita Davies, Miss· Eleanor Hale, Miss Jean McMorran, Mr. Seddom Smyser.

Wednesday evening, January 25, Sue
Lompard ·H all WftS the scene of the
second annual inter-city banquet of
the Rotary Clubs of the Yakima valley.
Over 150 delegates attended from the
lower valley, while about 15' members
from Seattle were present.
The dining hall was lavishly decor- '
ated with great Otiental murals which
were creations of the students of_ the
1 Art Department of the Normal.
Rotary colors of blue and gold enhanced
the beauty of the room.
As each Rotarian entered he was
given a Chinese hat and cue; as each
Rotarian· Ann walked past the Oriental
guards of Normal girls, she was offereel a minature Chinese parasol.
During the banquet Miss Ethel Miller, Miss Hale and Mrs. Mundy entertained with musical numbers. The
Normal School double quartet also
were featured on the program. Charming dances of 0riental flavor were given by the Normal girls, trained by the
Physical Education Department.
President Lyle Spencer of the University was the chief speaker of the
evening. The theme of his talk concerned service clubs which he pronounced as being the greatest extension universities of modern education.

Dinner Is Given in
Honor of Olsen
Players

HENRY FORD SAYS

(

Norma~
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Championship
Goal of Wildcats

He prefers Hoover for president.
2. He does not know the price of
the Whippet, and will not cut his
prices to meet others. (The Whippet
in one model is lower priced than the
new Ford).
3. He will go to South America by
airplane _before long to visit a rubber
plantation he has acquired on the Amazon.
4. "I don't know-and I don't give
a damn," when a reporter asked him
how much he was worth.
1.

In honor of Janet Young and Moroni
Olsen of the Moroni Olsen Players,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Quigley entertained with a midnight dinner party Tuesday, January 24th, at their home.
Miss Janet Young and Mrs. Quigley
were Beta Gamma sorority sisters at
the University of Oregon .
Those present were Miss Jean Dorrell, Miss Dawn Kenendy, Miss Jones,
Ml'. and Mrs. Howard Porter, Mr. and
Mrs. Elon Gilbert of Yakima, Miss .Jean
McMorran and Mr. John W. Wright.

Lynn "Tex" Robinson, one of the •
Who's going to win the Tri-Normal
greatest backfield men who ever wore
Basket Ball Championship? It's a long
the Crimson and Black of Ellensburg ·
guess to make, but the Crimson and
Black squad passed 't he first milestone
Normal school, has been awarded a
Thursday night when they tripped up
gold medal by the Rotary club of ElBellingham so neatly. By winning from
lensburg, given to him as being the
C. P. S. Saturday night they showed
greatest inspiration to his team-mates
that they are of championship caliber.
during the season.
Coach Sandberg has developed a fast,
In addition to being awarded the
versatile, fighting team which will realmedal, Robinson 's name will be inly be seen in action for the first time
scribed on a silver plaque to be given
this season Friday night. The loss of
to the Normal school. On this plaque
Thomas, who is out with a sprained
will be inscribed each year the name
ankle received in the C. P. S. game, will
of the player who is the i:ecipient of
· be keenly felt. He has been playing a
the honor, and a medal, similar to the
great game and scoring consistently.
one just awarded, will also be given.
Friday night, February 3rd, the WildThe medal is circular in shape, and
cats will open the home season with
bears two raised figures, portraying one
Cheney Normal. According to advance
football player lying prone upon the
reports, the Savages have a powerful
ground holding the ball, while the oth"Tex" Robinson, winner of the Ro- team,
having won seven straight pracer is about to boot a field goal. On tary Club Inspiration medal.
tice games, Gonzaga and Spokane Unithe reverse is an · inscription stating
versity J:?e!ng among their victims. BenthiJot the medal is given in honor of
ner, Cheney's "flash" center, scored 21
the player deemed the greatest inspirpoints against Gonzaga.
ation to his fellows during the season.
s11-turday night will see these conquerors of the University of Wapington's Varsity five; the College of Puget Sound hoopsters. Sandy is pessimistic over this game. The fact that the
Wildcats defeated them by one point
last week does not mean that they have
a pil}ch on this ga~e.
Coach Clyde Hubbard is pointing his
men for this game. His Loggers are
coming ·for revenge, they're good, they
can fight, so get set for a fast hard
game. See it, breathe it, play it as if you
in the game yourself. It's the spirNormal Quintet Triumphs were
it behind the team that helps win.

B~SKETBAll ROAD
TRIP B~INGS
VICTORIES

-·

Roy Sandberg, the Wildcat's energetic athletic coach.

Thelma Peeples Is
Named Secretary
of A. S. B.
Thelma Peeples was appointed secretary of the A. S. B. at a meeting of the
student council held last week. The
appointment was made to fill the vacancy c11-used by th,e absep.ce of Calista
Whitney, who graduated last quarter.
Miss Whitney was chosen for the position at the A. S. B. election held laSt
fall, her term of office to be one year.
As a special election to fill the office
for the remainder of the term would
be more or less expensive, and as it is
not required under the A. s. B. constitution, the student council determined
to fill the position by appointment.

Midget Basket Five Is
Ready For Series
of Games
With two weeks of hard practice behind them the E. S. N. S. midget basketball team is ready to go. Managed
and coached by Mickleson and Keeling,
it is composed of players weighing 145
pounds or less. This week-end they
play Ellensburg high at the "Y" gym.
and the Thorp A. C. at Thorp. February 3rd as a preliminary to the
Normal-Cheney game they play Marquet High school of Yakima.
SEAT SALE

.

The Y. M. C. A. gymnasium is being put in shape anticipating a capacity crowd for the Cheney Normal and C. P. S. games, Friday and
Saturday nights. Bleacher seats
h ave been placed at both ends of
the lower floor and along both sides
of the basketball court. The entire
lower floor will be · reserved for
towns-people.
A group of W. S. N. S. Co-eds
will conduct a ticket sale downtown
Wednesday and Thursday.
Admission: Adults, 75c ;• H. S.
studen ts, 50c; Normal students by
A. s. B. ticket.

Over Strong Bellingham,
C. P. S. Teams
Tqe Wildcats dropped the first game
of their road tour to the University of
Washington Freshmen, Wednesday
night, by a close score of 28 to 25. The
Crimson and Black took an early lead
which they held until the last few
minutes qf play. The Washington Babes
sp~rted in the last quarter, together
With rather loose playing by the Nor~ai, costing tqem the game. Rogers
iJond McM!l-hon were high, with 8 points
each.
Ip this game Brooks Lewellen found
himself pitted against his former team
mate, Galbraith. Both were former
stars at Cashmere High school.
The lineups.
NORMAL
U. OF W. FROSH
McMahon, 8
F
Perry, 2
Thomas, 5
F
Terwelliger, 11
Morrison, 2
C
Rutherford, 7
Jensen, 2
G
Swanson, 2
Rogers, 8
G
Langley, 4
Lewellen
Subs ·
White
Knoell
Subs Donerbauer 2
Galbraith
Referee-Munson.

DH. SPENCER GREETED

BY STUDENT BODY
ASSEMBlY
U. of W. President Stresses
Modern Jdeals of Higher
Eduq1tion

"Education should give to the student poise, perspective and character,"
said Dr. Lyle Spencer, president of the
University of Washington, when summing up his address to students in the
auditorium last Wednesday afternoon.
President Spencer emphasized the
relation of the student to his college,
stressing the fact that any school is
known by the type of its graduates. He
cited the usual criticisms which the
public directs against institutions of
A powerful Wildcat five invaded Bell- higher learning, and .declared that only
ingham Thursday evening, and snarled the students themselves could remedy
its way to a decisive victory over the any evils which existed.
This was Dr. Spencer's first visit to
Viking quintet in a hard fought game
that saw the Norsemen's chance for Ellensburg Normal school since he asanother Tri-Normal Title go fluttering sumed the presidency of the university.
with the wind.
However, he visited here several years
Completely' routed from the start the ago as a member of the joint commisVikings never did threaten to overtake sion of the chambers of commerce of
the Crimson and Black, and were able 1 Seattle and Spokane which was inspectto register only one field goal during ~g the va~ious state . ~nstitutions . of
the entire game, that being scored by higher learmng. In addition to speaking
Art Isacson. Bellingham was plainly off to the faculty a:nd student body ~n the
in their shooting, while "Sandys" team aftern~n'. President Spencer delivered
was airtight on defense. so close was the prmc1pal address at the Rotarian
their checking that cfie Blue and White banquet held in Sue Lombard Hall in
cagers were unable to get near the bas- the evening.
ket. Klepinger, Viking threat, failed
-------to score a single point. The Wildcats
held a comfortable lead, 11 to 1 at the
half. Rogers slipped through to score
7 points, while Jensen, Morrison, and
Thomas scored 3 each. Final score was
18 to 6.
Students who are considering teachThe lineups:
ing in Alaska may secure information
NORMAL
BELLINGHAM by writing · to the Alaska Teachers' asMcMahon, 2
F
Keplinger sociation, located at Juneau, Alaska.
Thomas, 3
McKlucker, 1 This bureau will furnish any informaF
Morrison, 3
c
Thorsen tion desired regarding schools, requireJensen, 3
G
Isacson, 4 ments, salaries, locations and anything
Rogers, 7
G
Je~ell, 1 else the prospective pedagogue may
Knoell
Subs
arper -want to know about schools in the ter(Continued on page four)
ritory.

Alaska Beckons to
Beginning Teachers

(
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Kamala Conscripts
Girls For Brick ·
Room Aid

Published Weekly by The Associated
Student Body of Washington State
Normal School.

l

Buying Power of 189 Stores

Affiliated with AM't'd Retail Syndicate

REDLIN VARIETY STORE

I .

Where Quality, Service and Prices Meet
H Satisfied Tell .Others, H Not Tell Us
Entered as second class matter at
A schedule of brick-room service was
....
the post-office at Ellensburg, Wash. arranged at the meeting of the K amala Hall association last week. In the
Alumni-three quarters-$1.00
future brick-room service is to be maintained from 4 p. m. to 7 p. m. on week
MAST HEAD
days, from 4 p. m . to 9 p. m. on Fridays,
·
'
F b 3 d
Cheney Normal here.............. e · r
Managing editor .................... Ted Kildall from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m. on Saturday, and
College of Puget Sound here Feb. 4th
Associate editor ....................Frances Cox from 1 p . m. to 9 p. m. on Saturdays, and
W. S. c. Frosh hereshrdlushrdluuu
Contributing editor ......Thelma P eeples
Every girl r esiding in the hall is reBellingham Normal here .... Feb. 7th
Sports editor .................... Haney LeBlanc quired to contribute one hour per quarter to brick-room service Any girl faiI W . S. C. Frosh h ere........ Feb. 13-14th
Special writersPacific Lutheran Col. here Feb. 18th
Betty Foley, Beth Macinnis, Gunar to do so will be fined 25 cents. A list
Tranum.
of the names of the girls who are to
Cheney Normal there ..........Feb. 23rd
Exchanges ............................ Lucy Richards serve each week, together with the ·w. S. C. Frosh there ............ Feb. 24th
Circulation .......................... Ira Overstreet hours that have been assigned to them,
Lewiston Normal there ........ Feb. 25th
Reporters-will be posted in the post office each
lJ'. of W. Frosh h ere .......... March 2nd
Frances Geisendorfer, Jasper Crabb, week.
'~--------------~
Phoebe c'hevron, Cecilia KrautDuring last quarter there was no arkremer, Matilda Wellington, Hazel ranged brick-room serv1.ce, consequently l1
Elsea.
many telephone calls were lost, and
Student manager ............Rudolph Seppi m uch confusion resulted. It is believed
Faculty advisor ............ John W. Wright the new system will be a great irnprovement, as it has been tried with
good results at Washington State Col·--------------'"'
lege.
It now looks from the passage of
• the Alien Property biII by the Senate,
as though the United S tates would
Ue
Offi
Ir S
soon return to German citizens $270,000,000 worth of their property, which
was confiscated by this government
during the war. . This long delayed
move, it is believed by financial ex•
perts, will stimulate German industry.
"Crime and Its Repressment" efas the
Work Guaranteed
subject chosen by Mr. Smyser as the
It was decid~~invite a speaker It will cer~amly be _an act of justice
In Daily
"topic for general discussion at the as- to discuss problems and questions of in- required by International Law of the
sembly of Social Science held here last terest to the dormitory girls; at a meet- · United s_tates. It will push the Great
Give Ui; a Trial
week.
ing of the Sue Lombard house associa- War a little fart~er back toward the
Mr. Smyser opened the discussion by tion held in the hall last week. The reg10n of mere history.
the following statement: "We are going specific question of how to make house
-All the Latest Hits
to see a change in Washington state, meetings entertaining and interesting
The removal of blood clots from the
J. A. STRANGE, Prop.
such as we !)ave probably never seer. will be taken up by the invited speaker. h eart at the momept of death by a
104 East Fourth
before in America n history. By this
Florence · Taylor, chairman of the surgical operation is the r emarkable
.he explained the state of Washington constitution committee, read the con- achievement recently, in two cases, of
was going to make radical changes stitution which the committee had Dr. Crawford, a young physician of
in its criminal code, and that much leg- drawn up for the approval of the as- Stockholm. The operation had been
islation dealing with the problem of sociation. It was decided .to vote upon performed successfully only once or
crime, would follow. The students at- the constitution at the next regular twice before; first by Dr. Frendlenberg
tending the assmbly were asked to pre- meeting.
of Germany. The operation has to be
sent their recommendations for plans
Dorothy Swift, acting secretary, read p erformed very rapidly-in 15 minutes
321 North Pearl Street
by which crime might be minimized. a letter to the girls from Miss Grupe. in fact. It is so dangerous that it is
The belief that segregation and treatEllensburg, Wash.
Several announcements were made not· a ttempted unless the patient is
·ment for the prisoner was better than by the house-mother, Vanita Williams, dying. In the two Stockholm cases
punishment was upheld by the major- prominent among which was a warning both patients had ceased to breathe
ity at the assembly. Other plans and concernipg disturbances after ten-thir- before the operation was resorted to.
ideas such as sterilization for feeble- ty p . m. It was explained that even How~r. many new ~ays of meet_ing
minded people, replacing the present such a slight noise as the use of a type- death· have developed m the last fifty
jury system with a paid body of ex- writer would annoy patients in the in- years . .
perts, federal restrictions on publication firmary, as well as girls in the h all who
Jeweler
of criminal procedure, and a universal desired to sleep.
This last week· at Havana Mr. HughEngraver
Watchmaker
code of laws, all met with the highest
es showed a graciousnes of m anner
approval.
Play the latest ·records
and speech combined with the tradiwhile you are enjoying
tion al American frankness that has - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - cr eated a splendid impression. His , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ,
your favorite suudate
colleagues have shown a simiiar attior drink at--tude. He has shown a freedom from
suspicion and from personal antagonDefinite plans for the glee clubs for ism s that go deeper than mere manner
l..
the present quarter h ave not been de- and that may contribute to better inl '
0
rnrc l
cided upon, according to an announce- ternational relations as truly as a
ment by Miss Miller, head of the music treaty.
Age, dignity and all staid airs were department, but it is anticipated that
s. c. DEPT,
"I.
~~--~---------~,,
forgotten last Friday night at the car- the student body will have the privilege
Try a Hot Chocolate at
nival of games given by the Wesley of hearing them in concert several times
dass in the reception rooms of the during the quarter. Weekly meetings
Methodist church in honor of newly of the glee clubs are held at 7:00 p. m,
registered Normal students.
each Tuesday and Thursday.
Active work is being done by the mub t
A OU 35 prospective Wielders of the sic club, the school organization of
Pocket and English Billiards
)
rod doffed all attempts to hold to their students interested in music. In addielevated ranks as they dashed from one
tion to the state, music-memory conAll Popular Magazines
game to another, madly striving to de- test the club is sponsoring the twilight
feat their fellows in the contest for musicales. It is planned to give one of
points. When each . had struggled to these musicales every ix weeks, the
A Gentleman's Place for
make his total points as overwhelming first one this quarter having been given
Leisure ·Time
as possible, prizes were distributed to in the Green Room of Kamola Hall, sunthe lucky and to the unlucky. Then off day evening, January 15. It was ScanW. F. WEB~TER
flashed the light and a Southern ghost dinavian in outline, and was attended
~tory thadt cahu~ekd more than one to by a large and appreciative audience.
\----~~----~-·----~
Jump an s rie was told by Rev.
Estimates Gladly Given
Sasnett, pastor of the church.
• •
•
~ut fear and fright gaye way when
Phone Main 74
chicken noodles made their appearance.
Disappearance of the food ensued rapOh, .you Kappa Pi . ~embers!_ R e- 1
idly, to the tune of joyous '"yum! ven ge is at h and! Imtiat10n with all
&
wums!" Then homeward bound, feel- its usual tricks and turns will be the
Horgen & Minor, Props ..
ing like happy two-year olds, strolled program for Wednesday evening, Come,
Pearl ·st. and 5th
Black 4321
the revelers.
laugh and pity.
Moderately Priced for the
College Girl

Basketball Schedule

Quick Service
Careful Work

Explains Our Popularity With
Normal School Students

K. E. Pantorium Cleaners

OVER THE WORLD

Prevention of Crime
. Interests Science
Groups

l Star f:l Shoe

and

BRUNSWICKS

Shoe Repairing

· RECORDS

Problems

J. N. O.'Thomsoq.

Carnival of Games
Entert~ins New
Students

!

Initiation Looms

JUST A LITTLE
BETTER

rd

....

Schultz's

D •d you ever stop t th•
How many Steps the
T l h
s
e ep one ,aves:'

CRIM'S

The Ellensburg Telephone
Company

Ready-to-Wear Millinery

Furniture Upholstering
and Refinishing

The Smoke House

A ut horilative
Modes

W. ,J. Peed

CITY TAILORS

Son

Suits Made to Order

The BUNGALOW

Up-to-Date Tailoring
Cleaning and Pressing

The Laundry of Pure
Materfals

Opposite N. Y. Cafe
119 W. Third St.
Ellensburg, Wn.

105 E. Fourth St.

Everything In Confections

You need never hestia.te to
send your most delicate
fabrics to

Try Our Lunch Specials
"Between the Shows"

We Cater
to Fancy Banquets
With Choice Meats

The K. E. LAUNDRY
Phone Main 40

- -- - - - - - -- - -

School Supplies

Betty Beauty Shoppe
Phone Black 4371

Notebo<;>ks and Fillers, Pens, Etc.

Phone Main 128

Capital A venue Green House

Martin's Variety Store
................................................................ I

Good Assortment of Cat l'lowen
and Potted Planta

Phone Main ZOl

The Cascade Market

for

The White Line
Ellensburg'• Leading Day and
Night Taxi Service

}

Remington Music
Company

OFFICIAL NORMAL
PINS

Glee Clubs Prepare
For the Winter
Concerts

(

NEW COLUMBIA

Shop

S L bard. G• l
consider Ideas,

...

Main 103

Free Delivery

\.

,

l

MODE~N PLUMBING CO.
C. B. Hodgins, Prop.

502 N. Pine

Phone Main 163

(
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. E ART THEATRE
I
_

1

schoolroom
architecture
if not criminal.
May all ofas·usbarbarous,
catch the
spirit of The Little Art Theatre, until
our classrooms become sources of satis-

REFLE CTS CREATIVE

EFFORT ·

:~THE"DfTOUR::=lEAVES
GOOD FOOD rn~

EVERY
STORE A

NO "SALES.•
LOWEST
PRICES

LOCAL

EVERY DAY

• •

ENTERPRISE

"where savings are greatest''
'

NOTED CA NADI AN EN- ~1111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111w;:
Reviewer Enthuses Over Ed-,
T~O~GHT
ucational Significance of
VOY EXPRESSES MODDELICIOUS p ASTRIES
Achievement
Packed House Impressed By
ERN IDEAL
- And Buns for Picnics and Hikes
Excellent Performance of

=

If si...ccess be measured in terms of
verbal ' reaction, the opening of the
Little Art Theatre was a buzzing success. From the first peep within the
portals to "the last lingering tour of !Jlspection a lively conversational reaction
was everywhere evident.
The formal opening, with. especially
selected guests, might have led one to
expect an atmospher~ of diginty and
restraint. Such was not the case. A
more accurate picture can be suggested by memo1ies of your first Christmas
Tree.
A conversational storm reigned supreme in spite of the valiant efforts of
the panatrope. The general color
scheme, the draperies, the silhouettes,
the mysterious darkness of the floor,
the parchment shades, and more magnetic than all-the modernistic curtain,
were discussed and rediscussed. Special
efforts were made to analyze the signiiicance of this or that item and mutual
<iisagreements were frequent. However,
the enthusiasm displayed suggests the
utility that such a curtain might have
in stimulating the minds of the prospective audience.
The drawing of the outer curtain for
the first time resulted in a most impressive silence. During this strategic
moment the panatrope, aided oy the
silky lustre of the secondary st::i;ge curtains, mysteriously penetrated by lights
of an azure hue, created an atmosphere
which added greatly to the effec'.iven ess
and pleasure of the phy. Similar synchronization of sound and color was
used effectively in each of the plays
.Presented later.
Amateurs producing one-act plays
.five times on four successive days are
too near the realm of heroes to be ubjected to a hard hearted critic. 'I'hereiore, let is be sufficient to say that each
cast seemed to have caught the spirit
of the play, and each actor made a real
·Contribution in the portrayal of his part.
Naturally pe.rfection was not achieved,
but The Little Art Theatre ' certainly
.r evealed superiority in the artistry of
its drama as well as in its general at1nosphere.
The greatest qrama of The Little Art
Theatre was not that which was presented to the guests at the premier performance, but that which occurred during the many weeks of arduous effort
_preceding this enjoyable occasion. The
five flights of stairs leading to the
theatre are very real, symbol of the
struggle of the Little Theatre movement which has fin.ally led to such a
commendable institution on our campus.
The long period of cooperative effort
and the increasing intensity of the work
of the various contributing departments, as the opening approached, reminded the writer of a long forgotten
tale concernin g the building of mediaeval castles. The craftsmen were sacrificed after completion of the task in
order to insure the integrity of the
castle's secrets. Fortunately in this case
the craftsmen were able to tranform
themselves into masters of the castle in
the very nick of time. Certainly to them
is due great honor, and the sincere appreciation of both faculty and student
body.
If a hope and a prophesy may be
combined in a review of this kind then
the real significance of the Little Art
Theatre can be expressed. Here it is
for your consideration. The Little Art
Theatre seems to me a voice crying in
a wilderness of desolate, prison-like
classrooms and lecture halls. Certainly
future gen erations will look upon our

COLLEGE GIRL
CORSETS

=

Strong Drama
For two hours and a half we left our
own little problems behind and lived
the hard (though not tragic) life on the
Long Island truck farm.
With the
mother we struggled for a larger niche
in life for the daughter. The illusion
of reality wl'Jich the playwright and
the actors created was almost perfect.
Little defects and excesses that vie could
recall after it was all over did not matter, but they flattered our vanity and
made us feel that we were critics of the
drama or critics of life itself. It was
well done.
It seemed broadly, genuinely artistica picture of life largely conceived although lived in a narrow circle, for th-e
small group seemed to represent humanity. As the play closed it seemed to
present suddenly and powerfully that
philisophy of the Orient which says;
"All desires are vain, all is illusion."
It was the philosophy of Buhhha and
of Schopenhauer. The mother dreamed
of self development and fuller life for
the daughter. The father had visions
of a farm that would lighten the struggle of life. Tom, the young farmer who
had good land, dreamed of a garage
business and a wife as the things that
would assure him the abundant life.
Kate, the daughter, turned first towards the life of fuller development
which her mother had so struggled to
attain for her. Then, when their dream
crumbled about them, she listened to
the promptings of nature and the pleas
of Tom and turned to the old; true illusion of love. But the play_ does not
end happily.
The play h as philosophy and wisdom
as well as art. It is the old philosophy
of the Orient and of Buddha, of the
more recent Schopenhauer, and of many
others. It says: "All · desires are vain.
All is illusion, whether you seek selfdevelopment, good land or good business. You are .deceived. Such is the
world order." There is much truth in
pessimism. It has much protective value. Rightly understood . it may unite
men with a sense of brotherhoo<i and
comradship in a common fate. This
philisophy Reeds to be understoo<i· as
only art can make it understood.
But there is r eason to believe we
may yet discover how to transmute
some dreams (carefully chosen dreams)
into permanent r ealities. Our philosophy is yet in the making.

"Our greatest industry is education,
and yet nobody has ever satisfactorily
defined it."
However, Canada's first minister' to
the United States, Vincent Massey, once
came close to a perfect definition. Carved in the stone of Hart House, his gift
to the University of Toronto, are these
words
True education is to be found in good
fellowship, in friendly disputation and
debate, in the conversation ,of wise and
eflrnest men; in music, pictures and the
play, in the casual book, in sports and
games and in the mastery of the body.
-Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

THESPIANS TO FOLLOW
UNE.'OF SPECIAL
INTEREST
A new club at Ellensburg State Normal- a club for all those who have had
speaking parts in a play during the
present year is in the process of formation. The first meeting was held
Monday, January 23, in the Little Art
Theatre at which time plans were made
for the tea for the 'Moroni Olsen players, election of officers discussed, constitution outlined and 'Captain Applejack" given mention.
Officers will be elected and a constitution drawn up at a meeting to be
h eld in the near future.
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CHAS. K. LINNE, Prop.
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ERS
Lv Ellensburg for Yakima *7:30 a. m., 12
noon, *2 p. m ., *4 :30 p. m., and 6 J?.m.

BLOCK'S
BOBBING
SHOP

Lv. Yakima fo r Elle n sburg *7 :30 a . m.,
10:30 a. m. , 2:30 p. m ., *3 :45 a nd 6:30
p . m ., except Sunday when 7:30 p . m.
L v . Ellensburg t or Wenatc hee (via Vantage) 9:00 a . m. and 4 :00 p. m.
Lv. Elle nsburg for Cle Elum a nd E aston
*12:15 p. m.
•
Lv. Cte Eium for Elle nsburg *3 :00 p. m.
L v . Easton for Cle Elum and Elle n sburg
' *2 :15 p. m . ·
*Daily exce pt Sunday .

Telephone Main 14

Washington M.ot~r Coach Co., Inc

ATHLETIC
and

SPORTING GOODS

RAMSAY HDWE. CO.

s. s.

Men's Group Selects
New Leaders For
Session
At the regular meeting of the Men's
Club, Monday evening, J anuary 16th.
Lynn "Tex" Robinson was chosen to
head the organization for the quarter.
Harold Akam, who was nominated for
Vice President and Ira Overstreet, running for Secretary and Treasurer, were
unanimously elected, there being no
one running against them.
Wesley Ruble was retained as House
Cop, and John Pilas was elected to
the office of Sergeant at Arms. Richard Peterson, Howard Boggan, · and
Norman Schille, were chosen to serve
on the Social Committee, . and the
Rules Committee consists of Daniel
Jacky, Luke Abernathy and Edward
Hull.

l

VENETIAN
HOSIERY

Toilet Articles
for Boys and Girls-.fresh supply always on hand and all
the staple brands. ·

Owl Drug Store
TAMALES
---AT THE---

HOLEPROOF
For

Expert Shoe ·Rebuilding

WOMEN

Don't throw your goloshes
away, have us repair them

$1.00 - $1.50 - $1.95

First Class Shoe Shining
'
Parlor

Farrell's

Schultz's Shoe Hospital

Normal School- Students,
visitors and ·visiting teams
always find a cordial welcome at--

Ellensburg Dairy
Store

HOTEL ANTLERS

New York Cafe

DELUXE SERVICE STATION

Wheeler's Book Store
Headquarters
I

NORMAL BOOKS AND
SUPPLIES

417 N. Pearl

ts.

Ellensbarg's Leading Hotel

_____,

56 STOR.ES

C..B

of the

Lalesl Styles Hair Culling

Wallace Johnson Motor Co.

OWL

"Just a Little Beller"

B~THS

R. E. CASTOR, Prop.

DEPARTMENT STORE

· Sepclal Jr.eom Fer LMUes
and Escorts

' Operated b7

Poraer Nol'lllal School StadeD&I

·CAMPUS CRIER

Page Fom
been orga~ed comprised of nearly
every men at W. S. N. S. The teams
Quintet Triumphs Over were
formed by drawings, each one hava captain and manager appointed
Yakima in Return ing
from the Coaching class. Play will
start
in about 10 days, with both elimGame
ation and consolation games. In the

Final Practice Tilt With
Sunnyside Brings
Victory
-Playing the Generals on their own
floor, W. s. N. S. trounced the Yakima team 47 to 26 Thursday night, January 19. After the cold r~de the Normal
team was slow to start, missing many
easy shots during the first half. The
score at the end of the first period was
14 to 12 for the Normal.
Sandy's b.oys were hot from the whis-

tle in the second half, scoring six points
in the first two minutes of play, giving
them a commanding lead which was
never threatened. Knoell at guard
held Carlton, General star, to two field
goals in the last half. McMahon was
high point man with 15.
Line-ups were as follows:
W. S. N. S.
GENERALS
Rogers
F
Olson
Thomas
F
Carlton
Morrison
C
Druse
Jensen
G
Wyman
McMahon
G
Burwell
Substitutions: Normal, Edwards for
Rogers, Panzica for Thomas, McKibbon for Morrison, Knoell for Jensen.
Generals: Weeden for Olson.
The Crimson and Black squad easily
won their final practice game Saturday night, January 21, when they defeated the Sunnyside A. C. by a score
of 36 to 21. The game was fast though
rough in spots, but the Wildcatss' quick
breaking offensive and close checking
was too much for the valley team.
Thomas with 12 points: McMahon 10,
and Morrison with 9, played a stellar
15;i,me for W. S. N. S.
Following is the line-up for the game
with Sunnyside:
:f.lORMAL
s. A. c.
Rogers
F
Reese
Thomas
F
Williams
:Morrison
c
Hitchcock
Jensen
G
Butler
McMahon
G
Clay
Substitutions: Normal-Panzica for
RogE:rs, McKibbon for Thomas, Knoell
for Jensen, Edwards for McMahon.
Sunnyside A. C.-Slagle for Clay.

Student Coaches to
Arrange For Hoop
Tournament
"Tickets! Going to the game? What!
Haven't you heard? It's all over the
campus. Tonight, Jacky's Duseldorfers play the Worn.a n-haters." So it
goes, dark horses, bets, odds, and former high schodl "Flashes" are being
discussed by everyone. Rumor even
has it that Ken. Miller has wagered a
much prized date with a certain young
lady, a gainst Babe Peterson's top coat,
that his team cops the cup. What's
it all about? The basketball elimination tournament! Under Mr. Roy
Sandberg's direction 21 j;eams have

,.

ELLENSBURG

meanwhile, do your stuff Coaches!
Name of Team
Captain
Dark Horses ................................ Keeling
Thundering Herd ........................ Boulton
Civit Kats ........................,........... Cannon
Jackrabbits .................................... Stewart
Duseldorfs ........................................ Jacky
Hijackers ............................................ Roth
Shamrocks ...................................... Elliott
Beavers ........................................ Shannon
Steamrollers ................................ Warwick
Hawley
Loggers ................................:....... Galkowski
Liontamers ........................... Abernathy
Bull Whackers .................................... Beck
Woman Haters .................................... Pilas
Ayers
Whirlwinds ................................ Robinson
Wilson
Galloping Ghosts .................... Leonardo
Argonots ............................................ Akam
.
Musgrove
Our Gang ........................................ Smith

ling upset, that the 'vi. S. N. S. handed the Puget Sound Loggers Saturday
night. Out played from the start, Coach
Hubbard's team dropped by one point
what was supposed to be an easy game.
c. P . S. scored first with a free throw,
t he Normal taking the lead soon after
with a free throw and field basket. At
half time the score was tied at 16 all.
The Crimson and :tllack team started
the second period with a rush by scoring three field baskets, a lead the
Loggers could not overcome. Puget
Sound played a strong offensive game.
The entire Normal team played a wonderful game, Rogers starring with a
gra nd total of 16 points.
The lineups:
COLLEGE OF P. S.
NORMAL
Thomas, 10
F
Gillihan, 2
McMahon 2
F
Crowe, 7
c
Ferguson, 2
Morrison
G
Wilson, 7
Jensen, 2
Rogers, 16
G
Haness, 7
Subs
Ginn, 2
Croxall, 2
Darrow
Referee: Deal.

NEW SPRING FROCKS $9.75
Featuring a variety of new s tyles and shades in
Crepes a.nd ·woolens

SILK HOSE
Every wanted shade to choose from at $1.00 to $1 .95

•

I

Ladies' Leather Heels................~ I'\
Ladies' Panco Heels.................. ~
Ladies' Rubber Heels......................

·i.

Independent Shoe Sho·
G. NOCCHI, Prop.
ELJ..ENSBURG, WASHINGTON

!

Basketball Road
·Trip Brings Victories
(Continued from Pe.ge vne.}
Lewellen
Subs
Erickson
Benson
Clark
Referee-Fisher.
-Pacific sprang a surprise on the
Crimson and Black squad Friday night
by trimming them 37 to 27. The Normal team might have suffered a grain
of over confidence or perhaps it was
a "Let-Down" after being pointed so
strenuously for the Bellingham game.
Pacific came out fighting with a fast,
confident team, took the lead after the
first few minutes of play and were
.never headed.
The Wildcats missed
lv1orrison and Rogers, who did not get
into the game at all. Sanderson and
Honick played an aggressive game for
Parkland.
Thomas was high point man for W. S.
N. S . with 11, while Mc1vlahon scored 8.
Jensen, playing out of his regular position at center showed some nice floor
work.
The lineups:
PACIFIC L. C.
~ORifAL 4
F
Sanderson, 9
T~~e en, 11
F
Fowler, 8
Jensr::;\
C
Carlson, 9 '
McMahon, 8
G
Honick, 11
Knoell, 3
G
Hoban

Hosiery

We Clean and Dye Shoes
We Guarantee Our Work

I.

·y our Health Bubbles

r-

SODY"-LICIOUS

Pure Silk, Pointex Heel

Bottled Beverag

'

$1.25

,

La Nobba Barber ·Parlours ·
Where Customers Receive Individual Attention

All of the desirable shades

203 West Fourth Street, Next to Record Office

APPLICATION PJCTURF..5
---at---

T. T. Hardisty

P AUTZKE'S

r
R. B. Wilson Co.
Established 1892

DENTIST

DENTIST

PRE-INVENTORY

Store-Wide Clearance
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
IN READY TO WEAR

DR. JAMES H. MUNDY
DENTIST

Olympia Block

Values to

$~2.50

$39.50

$19.75

, Phone Main 96

GEO. E. STELTZ & l
Sedan

-in-

."Loµdon After Midnight"
I 0 - 30c

I

Leff ingwe

DR.WM.UEBELACKER

FURNITIJRE REPAI11

Dentist

Phone Black 2681

IrI

Everything Electrical

·Fitterer Bros.
HOME FURNISHERS

'
11

MOSER'S

Electric Supply & Fixture Co.

Comer Fourth .ancl Pearl

111 East Fourth Street

RALPH WISEMAN

Sunday and Monday
ROD LAROQUE
-in-

"The .Fighting
,
Eagle"

A Good Place To Bank

1'flth and Main

Drug .~

Agents For

Owl Drug Co. Pro
I

~

Ellensburg Transfer Co.
--,

J'den's and Young Men's
Clothing and Furnishings

Ostrander

THE
FUMERS BAJ

I•

Phone M. 59

Capital and Surplu11

- ALSO-

; Charlie Chaplin
"SUNNYSIDE"

The Washington National
Bank

"Wreck of The Hesperus"

We Do Developing
and Printing

Bostic's Drug Store
10'7 East Fourth St.

$,
_

COMING

Kodaks

I

~b1'lance

Phone Main 64

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SAT.

Lon Chaney

J?R. R. /\. WEAVI.!'?
Dentist

1

Strictly Modern

The Store )Vh"'re Quaniy Counts

8THEATREa

r

Hotel St. Regis ·

DRESSES
$10.95 $19.75 $25.00
Values to ' Values to

1l

'I'

~=====~'

Coats Half Price
Lamps, shades and other
articles to make the student's . room more attractive are at

Over J. C. Penney Co. Store

Main 147

Olympia Block

What the Tacoma papers termed a
minor surprise was in reality a start-

Book-Ends

DR. F. H. GUSTIN

DR. S. M. 1FARRELL

Chad's Barber
Shop
Shampooing

HARRY S. ELWOOD
Prescription Druggist
Phone Main 55

1

Hair Bobbing

Normal Students Welcome

Roslyn Lump Coal
H. M. CHADWICK, Prop.
109 W. Fourth St.

i

_,

Fulton co_ns_t_ructi<JI
Architect11re and Bui
215 ~est Fourth St

'-

-;=~========~ ~====~~~
Zetzsche's Art Shop
WADE & CAMP
Pictures - Framing

Painting apd Kalso11

Greeting Cards and Artlst'11 Supplies

Dry Slab Wood
Sportina- Goods and
Electrical Appliances

Tum-A-Lum Lumber Co.
Phone Main 98

Ellensburg Hardware Co.
411 N. Pearl St.

MOTTO]l'

.rSERVIOE - OUR
Valley Ice & Fuel Co.

l

Mrs. A. Schanno

Ma1n 93

·

CARTER TRANSFB
Phone Main

9,j

,w~~~~~~~~~~
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DA·ME FASHION WANTS JOHNNY lOMBA~O
TO BECOME SENSIBLE

SPEAKS THE KING'S
EN.GUSH

"What to wear and what not to
wear." Interesting information so dear
to the heart of a girl was given by
)14:iss J ean Darrel, of the Home Economics department, in a recent interview.
The informal dance is the most puzMiss
zling occasion to most girls.
Darrel says, "The wearing of last year's
formal dress'es at the Friday and Sat.urday night dances appears to be bad
style to the observer. It would be
much better if a dress of informal
style were worn, but this does not
mean school clothes or informal sport
outfits."
Regarding the line, Miss Darrel explains that some individuals can wear
stripes and triangular effects but it is
best to be sure before choosing them.
The same -is true of bright colors. The
girl inclined to be stout should avoid
the wearing of stripes, triangles, bright
colors, and too short dresses.
The coat or rough sweater is appropriate for campus wear but when
seen at social functions it indicates
that the wearer is either neglectful of
his or her appearance or assumes that
the occasion does not demand much attention. We should remember that
our week end dances are not every
day affairs.
Those who have had or are taking
Health Education know that high
heeled shoes are not to be worn on
the campus.
With Thanksgiving vacation so near
we are concerned with what we shall
wear when traveling. According. to
Miss Darrel, a dark suit or dress is always good for travel in car or train.
The eostume is satisfactorily completed by tailored hat, coat, gloves, low
heeled walking shoes and service weight
hose. Neither sweaters nor extreme
sport clothes are worn by the well
dressed woman while traveling.
Although jewelry is dear to woman's
heart she must remember it does not
complete a tailored costume. In fact
very little jewelry should be worn on
any occasion.

•"where
•

savings are greatest "

bas a roommate who classThe scene is the recreation room of who usually
in the other groups. 'I'nat night ~II III IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111 J,~
the men's dormitory. About a hundred ifies
when a group has gathered to discuss
men lounge about in attitude of ease, the
for the evening she confesses
some sitting in arm-chairs and on thatfinds
her timidity was too overwhelming
davenports, some leaning against the and anyway
this isn't leap year. Howwalls, a few sitting <in the floor. Many
she accidently lets slip who she
are smoking, and there is much loud ever,
would like to ask but-well, just but.
talking.
The next night at the library she finds
A house meeting is about to convene. the "true and genteel knighte" sitting
Adolph "Swede" Lindquist, President next to her. She looks up, lowers her
of the house organization, stands at eyes, he does likewiSe. After a while
the head of the room. Farther back, the date is made and we just wonder
Students Welcome In Our Kitchen
leaning against a window sill in his how
friend roommate managed it all.
usual attitude of easy nonchalance, is
Mr. Sandberg. Swede fingers his notes
and is about to speak.
Chairman: "Silence, youse guys!"
The hubbub gradually dies, although
there is much whispering and talking
CHAS. K. LINNE, Prop.
in low tones.
E5
Chairman: "The question is whether
we're going to buy corsages for the
313 ' North Main Street
Mrs. Ilene Compton, dean of women,
Phone Main 108
Snow Bitll or not. Some of you guys was taken to the hospital last Wedneswant 'em, and some of yuh say they're day night to undergo an operation for
not so hot. Now whadda yuh want?"
appendicitis. The operation was entirely
Everybody speaks at once. Those at successful, and students will be glad to
the rear of the room shout to attract hear th.at Mrs. Compton is on the road
the chairman's attention, those near- to recovery. She is rapidly improving
er to him even go so far as to pluck at and doubtless will be able to resume
his arms that he may grant them the her duties within a few days.
floor.
Chairman: "Shut up, youse guys!
Wottinell do you think this is?"
Mr. Sandburg cat-foots to the chair
and proceeds to pour parliamentary
procedure into Mr. Lindquist's snowy
white ear. At length the noise subsides.
Adolph Roth, sitting directly in front
of the chair, springs to his feet.
Most students are unaware that ElRoth: "Mr. Chairm·a n!"
Normal school boasts of two
Chairman: "Mr. Roth has the fioor. lensburg
student orchestras, entirely different
Pipe down, the rest of yuh!"
Roth: (Speaking in impassioned in personnel. In addition to the dance
Lamps, shades and other
tones) "It's just this way gang. Do we orchestra there is a concert orchestra
composed
of
student
players.
articles to make the stuwant to have a real formal, or just
Anyone who owns an instrument is
a jitney dance? If we're going to have
dent's
room more attraceligible
to
play.
In
this
manner
school
a formel, let's buy corsages and do it
right. We only have one real formal a talent is utilized, and people who realExquisitely perfect marcelling,
tive are at
year, so let's not make a jitney dance ly love music and enjoy taking part
in worth-while productions have an hair waving. permanent wavout of it."
ing and hair cutting.
Mr. Roth sij;s down among mingled opportunity to make the most of their
cheers and cat-calls. Someone makes abilities. Either organization is alPhone For Appointments
a motion that corsages be purchased. ways willing to play for school affairs,
Someone else seizes the floor and de- provided they are given a reasonable
livers an impromptu oration as follows: advance notice.
CINDERELLA
"Sure we want corsa~e&, but can we
afford it? It's gonna cost a lot of
BEAUTY SHOP
hard-earned john for every guy to buy
Phone Main 178X
Dr. Munson is one of the oldest mem- a coupla flowers for the hag he's drag, HOME FURNISHERS
In Crim's Costume Shop
bers in point of service of the faculty, ging to the affair, or for the hag that's DELUXE SERVICE STATION
having been head of the department draggin' him, however it is, so I say
of the
of Biology at the Ellensburg state let's lay off the decorations."
Normal school since 1899. During that
Again the room is in uproar. EveryWallace Johnson Motor Co.
time his services to science have been one voices an opinion at the top of his
monumental, and today he is widely lungs.
,
known as one of the leading biologists
Chairman: ~Jumping up and down
and wavmg his arms excitedly) "Shut
of the orld
w
·
.
. up, for the love of mud, shut up!"
After an elementary edu?at~on m
Finally the motion is put to a vote,
the common_ schools of Illmois, D_r. and carried. So they decide to buy corOperated by
Mu~on studied at _
Nort_hwestern_Um- sages, and the meeting is adjourned.
Former
Normal
School Students
versity and the Umversity of WisconA NEAT, SANITARY and
sin, where he took his master's degree.
ATTRACTIVE place where
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy
was conferred upon him by the Uniwomen of refinement will
versity of Chicago in 1897, and two
find it a pleasure to come.
years later he came to Ellensburg.
You want Service, We want
Dr. Munson lectured at both the
your Patronage.
We will
seventh and eighth International ZooThere are tricks in every trade. It is
A ·Good Place -To
logical Congresses, held at Boston and most interesting to watch the devices
give. you the best possible
We make your shoes look
Graz, Austria, respectively. He has used in making dates, praticularly noservice.
contributed many articles to leading ticed in the library one night when
neat,
scientific journals, and has traveled ex- dates for the Snowball were in process
Near Record Office
Also keep you on your feet
tensively in foreign lands, studying at of being made.
They can be generally classified unChristiania, Naples and Berlin Dr.
ADALINE WEST
The Washington National
Munson is a memper of many of tqe der these methods :
First-the bold undaunted girl with
world's foremost scientific societies, and
205 West Fourth St.
Bank
At the Yellow Boot
is universally recognized as a leader a gleam of possession in her orbs arises
and without hesitation firmly seats
in the field of natural science.
herself across from the object in question. We didn't hear the conversation
but when she arises again she still has
that undefeated air about her. We wondered how he possibly could have reHighly recommended from the Uni- fused,
but he probably didn't want to.
Wheeler's Book Store
versity of Washington is Miss Eleanor
Second-is a girl neither shy nor
Hale who comes to Ellensburg this year overly bold, just mediocre. She lets her
Headquarters
as assistant in the music department. eye roam over prospective customers
Pocket and English Billiards
Miss Hale graduated from Lincoln high and finally rests them on one parti- for Boys and Girls-fresh supschool in Seattle and spent four years cular one. At that psychological mo- ply always on hand and all
NORMAL BOOKS AND
All Popular Magazines
as a music major at the University. ment he looks up and slJ,e, as she menSUPPLIES
,
brands.
the
staple
Although she has been here only a tioned before, not being too Priscillashort time Miss Hale has won the ad- like, does not remove them. The process
A Gentleman's Place for
miration and respect of all who know is repeated· at intervals and finally the
Leisure Time
and work with her. ·
empty seat across from her is taken;
When asked why she came here in her eyes no longer roam. The date is
417 N. Pearl ts.
pursuit of her profession she replied. made and the program started.
W. F. WEBSTER
Last, there is the shy little thing (of
"Because I love the country and h aving friends, it seems like home." Al- course it's possible that she is large)
though her home is in Seattle her preference of country and climate lies east
of the mountains.
Until her last experience with horses
Miss Hale's interests leaned towards
horseback riding. In her own words :
MODERN BARBERS
"My favorite pastime was horseback
riding until the last time, after which
---AT THE--Dry Slab Wood
I found myself unable to climb the
"Just
a
Lillie
Bettel'
stairs. Perhaps after a few more attempts I shall be able to master the
art and enjoy it as much as formerly."
George E. Hoffman. Prop.
Miss Hale says she enjoys her work
' Sepcial Room · For Ladies
'Tum-A-Lum Lumber Cr
very much, not only because she has
and Escorts
always been interested in Normal
Phone Main 98
school projects but also because of the
contact with her students.

DELICIOUS PASTRIES

And Buns for Picnics and Hikes

-.

Dean of Women
Is Convalescing

THE UNITED BAKERY
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Book-Ends

Two Orchestras
Provide Music

PERFECT
WAVING

PRESENTING

Dr. Munson

Fitterer Bros.

LaNobba
Barber Parlours

I

The Way of a Maid
With a Man Told

Bank

R. E. Schultz

Miss Eleanor Hale

"\

The Smoke House

Toilet Articles

.

Owl Drug Store

New York Cafe

Roslyn Lump Coal

TAMALES

OWL BATHS

Ellensburg Dairy
Store

•

•

I
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Students Enjoy Winter

COMMITTEES PlA.N
fOH SNOW BAll

=
=

=

r

W. S. N. S. Compact Free with purchase of $2.00 ·or
More---Only One CQ~pact to a P~rson.

---

-=

In Velvets, T affeta.s and Ceorgettes---blai;;k and light
shades---in a wide choice of lovely styles. Sizes 14 to 38.

=·

l

=

CLEANLINESS IS
COSTLY AT KAMOLA

Boys to Scrub and
Dust For Reception

-

·----

$1.451 ---Stores

F ull Fashioned, Pure Silk to the hem

Stocking~ in many shad~s-----:-------·--- ··--·--

=·

;HHYTHM IS THE GOG WGlUB OANGI IS
-.
=
WHE[l Uf ATHlETICS
GUlORFUl Af fAIH -

FUREN,SIC FOOTBALL
ENDS IN'DRAW

==

Party Dresses

=
=

The biggest all-important question
on the tongues of every student these
days is "who's your date for the Snow
Ball?" The Snow Ball, the first formal of the year will be given December 3 in the dining-room of Sue Lombard Hall by the girls of Kamola Hall
and Sue Lombard Hall.
Ideas for turning an otherwise practical looking dining- room into .a fairyland of snow and winter are now occupying the minds of the decoration
committee, Catherine Nichols, chairman; Margaret Carlot, June Lockwood, Mary Desmond, Helen Bowman
and Bessie Lauth.
'The music committee, Barbara Mac"Rhythm is the cog wheel of athletics,"
Donald, chairman; Betty Crosby and said Harold W. Quigley, head coach, in
Janet Barclay, investigated into facts an interview recently. "Every game of
about the different orchestras in town the sport world hinges on the proper
inducement of rhythm into the maand presented them to the house meetchi'ne."
t
ings at both halls for a vote. I was
The game of football reigns supreme
decided that Ilerbison's orchestra in the necessity for well-balanced,
would furnish the music for the affair. bodily action. Each player must be well
Betty Maxson, Lucile Cheney, Wilma drilled in rhythm before a team can
Brennen and Helen Emerson compos~ be outstanding.
ing the publicity committee are makAny team can be of the average type
ing gay posters to adorn the bulletin but a great team must have coordinaboards of the campus.
tion, proper timing of plays, a sense of
Unique programs are being worked rh:iithm. Coordination and team work
out by the program and invitation com- ,are the secondary stages of rhythmic
mittee. Marie Dickinson, chairman; expression. If a team has that essential
Roberta Lynch and Marguerite Wood, knack of timing its plays it also has
Another committee, which promises coordination.
much but has not as yet given out
An end or guard travelling down the
their plans, is the refreshment com- gridiron at top speed must be able to
mittee, Neva and Wava Clairk and drive off his feet at the proper moment.
Lauretta Ridout.
If he fails to time his run with the
distance and height of a · !tick he is
lacking in a sense of i;hythm. An end
must have the ability to judge distance
and speed or his services to a team are
liabilities rather than assets.
Tackling requires the greatest of all
muscle coordination. The body must be
tense and toned to the pitch wllere the
ryhthm of muscles works automatically. When driving toward the ball carRich Peterson's Tea ~ounds and Joe rier the tackler must be cautious of any
Cote's Lounge Lizards played, prayed, unexpected maneuver on the part of
plodded, and argued to 7-7 tie in a the man carrying the ball. The tackler
practice football game on the Rodeo must leave his feet wtth all the leg
field Friday afternoon. By the way, drive possible and make sure of his
there wasn't so much praying.
tackle. Improper timing in a tackler is
The teams were about evenly match- the outgrowth of lack · o{ rhythm and
ed, except that "Hummy" Stromberg's muscle coordination.
gift of cheerful repartee gave the Tea
Rhythm of action must be behind
Hounds a little the edge when it came every movement. Proper bodily action
to debate. And there was plenty of de- is the reward of athletes who train
bate, in fact there was so much talk- and strive for that es&ential goal.
ing that most of the time spectators
were in doubt as to whether they were
witnessing a football game or a meeting .of the Ladies' Aid. But then the
language didn't sound like the Ladies'
Aid.
The field was just a trifle damp,
and very sticky- oh, quite sticky! In
fact it was so sticky that when Ray
J ensen came down the field we were in
Be it morning, noon or night that an
doubt as to whether the approaching industrious soul sails into the laundry
object was a football player or a snow room of Kamola Hall, the same greetplow in a mud-hole. But the boy& ing awaits her. Clouds of steam endidn't mind. In fact, Adolph ~oth said shroud her upper regions while h,er
he hadn't had so much fun since the pedal extremities tread the sudsy, slipdays when as a child (?) he construct- pery waters.
ed mud-pies. But that is just Mr,
Fair damsels bend over tubs and with
Roth's sunny manner!
turkish towels over their faces are in
Anyway it was a good game. Mr. the process of acquiring new "permanCote's aggregation appeared to have ents." A ·shriek of "Oh, I've steamed
the edge in weight, but on the other my ear off !" pierces the haze as some
hand a girl on the side-lines was heard be-aewed lady gently caresses the rosy
to remark that there were a lot of member that is th ecause of her woe.
fast men among the Tea Hounds. And
Other toilers are wearily applying
while a lot of dirt was thrown by the Napth a to smocks, dresses and
both sides, all disputes were settled whatnots, gorgeously tinted with all
amicably, and both teams plodded t he hues of the curtain in the Little
from the field covered with mud ::i,nd Theatre. Complaints of the following
glory.
type are emitted: "Believe me, h ere's
one person who's not goiI}g to take art
next quarter if she has to stand on a
ladder and let Lyman Nixon splash calcimine to the four winds. Wish he
had to rub this thip.g for three hours !"
Or approach an ironing board and
· "It won't be long now," lirefore the politely inquire if you may use it after
boys will have to start scrubbing and the present occupant h as completed
cleaning to get ready for the open her mountainous task.
house and social hour to be held at
"Why I promised it to h er after I
their home on the afternoon of De- was through," pointing to a fair young
cember 10, 1927.
thing holding an arm-full of articles
lf the girls at Sue Lombard see a that men should not ask about. And
cloud of dust issuing forth from the when you approa,ch the young lady in
window of room 307, they shouldn't
she mutely directs you to anturn in the fire alarm, because it will question
other lass standing guard over a pile
be only Swede Lindquist giving hi~ of apparel on the table. .Anli when she
room :i.t's annual cleaning.
The program for the day has not points to yet another, you pause a
been definitely arranged but there will moment in despii,ir ii.nd then flee the
be a tour through the · rooms, and a place. Born in your heart is a deep
social hour. The social COIJlll1ittee has determination to wear your clothes unnot decided as yet whether tiddley~ touched by SOl!.P and water fQreverT
winks or ring around the rosy, will be more.
played. This may be a little strenuous
for the faculty members, in which event
they will probably be allow to cut p3pef
doll§ or indulge in 3ome milder fOl'Il).
of amusement.
However, a good tl.ine is assured au
FURNITURE REPAIRING
those who will attend, and the social
committee extends it's welcome to
Phone Black %681
everyone.
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Gii:ls Choose Escorts For ·
First Formal Party Of
Season

-=

Burroughs

:::c

409 N. Pearl Street

I

INC.
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Efforts of the Crimson W club to provt.de the most successful dance of the
yea11 were crowned with, success Saturday night, when the dance honoring
the . football
me!il was
held
the gymG ood
· g"""'
n"" in
n_as~um.
music,
crowd , g ood
a,.rrangeme:n.ts, and the spirit of the occasion all combined to make the affair
Have You Heard the
the outst::i,nding dance of the season;.
The gyi;n was appropriately <tecorated
Latest
New Records?
in crimson and black, and the football
motif was carried through the entire
program. Dance programs were made Play th,em while you are enjoying
out on the floor, a change which h ad
you.r favorite sund~e or drink at
been announced earlier in the week
by Wesley Ruble, President of the
Crimson w club. It was previously intended to make the dance a formal af- ~
fair, with, programs arranged iI:\ ad- ~=::o::=:::=:::=:::::::====::::::'.':·:c:·
vance, but as it was feared that such ..------..--.._---.,...------...
an arrangement would place an ii,ir of
restraint upon. the occasion, it was
changed to allow a purely informal ,
dance.
'
Music was furnished by the Nighthawks, local orchestra, ~d dtj.ncing
was from 8 :30 to 11 :30. fmwh was servComer Fourth and Pearl
ed during the evening, and everyone
departed with a sense of an evening
thoroughly enjoyed.

STUDENTS

DR. R. A. WEAVER
Dentist

)

DR. WM. UEBELACKER

Schultzs'

Dentist

==::'.'..
DR. JAMES H. MUNPY

MOSER'S
Men's and Young

Work Begins on
Athletic Field

Clothin~

DENTIST
Olympia

DR. S, M. FARRELL

~en's

DENTIST

and F.urnishings

Ca.pit.I Aven'-~ Green Hoqse
Good Assortment of Cut
1\-Qt\

DEN'.J,'IST

Potted :flants

Over J. C. Penney Co. Store M.· 195

Phone Main 201

SpQl;'\ing Goods ~~
Electrical Appliances

GEO. E. STELTZ & SON
Seel~!\ ~bu~nce

P.hone Main 64

411 N· Pearl St.
Indoor Activities
, Gain Popularity SERVICE OUR MOTTO

. .

J

Valley Ice & Fuel Co.
-

l
I

- .
Everything
Electrical

Phone Ma.Jn 40

SHOP

a Mouthful"
Phone B. 4522

RALPH WISEMAN

BLOCK'S

Ellensburg Candy K!tchen
Jp}ln Anton, :rrop.

BARBER
SHOP
Ellensburg Transfer Co.
Phone M. 59

HARRY S. ELWOOD
Prescription Druggist

Next to Colonial Tpeatre

TllE
BANK

Capital and Surpl11s '150,000

Fulton Co~truqtion Co.
- .-. -.Architect~~

Phone Nalq 55

3n4

~uJI~

?15 West :Ji'ourth sireet

Art Shop

Pictures - Framing
G~

Fresh Candy Every Day

FAR~ERS

-~-

Fifth and Main

Z~tzsche's

The K. E. LAUNDRY

Sa~d

1

You need never hestiate to
!iend your most ~eJii;v.te
fabrics· to
·

Leffingwell's

~LOWER

111 East Fourth Street

Hair Bobbing

The Laundry of Pure
Materials
-.-. -

ORIOLE

Elect!ic Supply & Fi]l:ture Co.

Chad's Barber·
Shop

H. M. CHADWICK, Prop.
109 W . Fourth St.
"·~~~~~~~~~~~~~:=;~
:

,

....

It's The

"You
I
Main 93 J I Pine St.

Mrs.- ;\. SchaJqJ.o

-

Normal Students Welcome

Main 147

DR. F. H. GUSTINE

Flowe~

Ellepsburg Hardware Co.

Shampooing

Phone :Ma.i n 96

Olympta Block

Wor1' en the new athletic field Is
under way, most of the houses having
been removed and the ground now being plowed. The remaining structures
will be removed shortly and in the
early spring the field will be ready for
grading.
It is expected that the new field will
be ready for use throughout next season, and it is even hoped to have a
grand-stand provided for the annual
hign school track meet next spring.

Indoor activities such as clogging,
folk dancing, stunts, plays and games
will take the place of outdoor recreation for the r emainder of this quarter
according to Miss Allen. All these classes will meet in the gymnasium due to
change of weather.
Classes are held at eight, four and
four fort:'J'.-five o'clock.
.
·
Corrective classes .a re growi~g m~ch
larger and for perhaps the first tune
.t hey are becommg ~ery, popular. They
meet from three to six o clock.

Bloc~

Cara and Ariln's SuppU.

'l.____~
WADE & CAMPBELL

Paintinr and

Kalso~

.

